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In this book 30 significant examples of restored race bikes are profiled with colour photography
and detailed information about the machine's race pedigree and historical significance. [From
back cover].
Auto manufacturing holds the promise of employing many young Indians in relatively well-paid,
high-skill employment, but this promise is threatened by the industry's role as a site of
immense conflict in recent years. This book asks: how do we explain this conflict? What are
the implications of conflict for the ambitious economic development agendas of Indian
governments? Based upon extensive field research in India's National Capital Region, this
book is the first to focus on labour relations in the Indian auto industry. It proposes the theory
that conflict in the auto industry has been driven by twin forces: first, the intersection of global
networks of auto manufacturing with regional social structures which have always relied on
informal and precariously-employed workers; and, second, the systematic displacement of
securely-employed 'regular workers' by waves of precariously-employed 'de facto informal
workers'.

Making Cars in the New IndiaIndustry, Precarity and InformalityCambridge University
Press
American Motorcyclist magazine, the official journal of the American Motorcyclist
Associaton, tells the stories of the people who make motorcycling the sport that it is. It's
available monthly to AMA members. Become a part of the largest, most diverse and
most enthusiastic group of riders in the country by visiting our website or calling
800-AMA-JOIN.
How can one survive in a market which is volatile and uncertain? What strategies have
worked and not worked in the past? What does it take to be successful in India? What
are the successful strategies applied by the likes of HUL, Godrej, Adani Ports and
redBus? So what does it take to Ride the Tiger? Sound flexible strategy, operational
excellence and dedication to customer-centric innovation. But what does that really
mean? How have successful Indian companies managed challenges in an extremely
price-sensitive market? In this book, Wilfried Aulbur and Amit Kapoor look at
successful, and sometimes not-so-successful, strategies, operations and innovations in
India. They have distilled lessons from their decades of practical work experience in the
country. From large family conglomerates like Tata and Godrej to newer additions like
Adani, from MNCs like Maruti Suzuki to start-ups in Bangalore and Gurgaon—the book
explores key learnings from all four kinds of companies in an Indian context and
provides useful insights into how business is done in India.
Systematic, illustrated units equip student mechanics and motorcycle owners with
knowledge of the skills that are essential for successful motorcycle maintenance and
repair
"India, Indian Industry, competitive strategy, economic reforms."
This book is one of the first fully-fledged studies to examine the next world-class
industrial leaders emerging from China and India; exploring the domestic and
international factors that have led to their rise, and comparing their experiences with
other East Asian late-comers such as Japan.

"The Indian entrepreneur is spearheading India?s advance towards the forefront
of the world economy. This book reviews and retraces the formidable path of
those individuals who have spurred the growth of Indian businesses and are at
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the heart of India?s economic fabric today. Be they ?first? or ?second? wave
businessmen and women, they stand out by their creativity, sharp–mindedness,
and hard work and self confidence. They have opened a new chapter in India?s
history by propelling their businesses into internationally competitive
multinationals and are sources of inspiration and hope for the young citizens of
India." ––Colette Mathur, Senior Advisor to the World Economic Forum for India,
Co–President of the EuroIndia Centre BI"India?s Global Wealth Club is a
fascinating read on today?s India and what it can offer for the future. It provides
rich insights on the confusing topic of what makes India tick, by describing it
through the minds and intellects of Indian business leaders from a wide spectrum
of industries." ––Rama Bijapurkar, Author of Winning in the Indian Market:
Understanding the Transformation of Consumer India "Mr Hiscock?s book will
prove an essential resource for anybody contemplating venturing into the highly
lucrative but deeply complex Indian marketplace. The industry case studies and
personal profiles hold valuable and often unmatched insights into the financial
secrets of the subcontinent?s restive tiger." ––Grant Holloway, Managing Editor,
The Australian – Online
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